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Introduction

• IOTA plans to carry out single electron experiments. 

• Undulator radiation will be detected by photon counting and intensity 

interferometry to look for quantum effects. 

• Here I will review the statistical properties of undulator radiation, for 

both single electron and multiple electron cases, from quasi-classical 

point of view.
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Undulator radiation

• Take K ~ 1, the average photon flux emitted from a single electron is

𝑑ത𝑛~𝛼𝑁𝑢
𝑑𝜔

𝜔
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• A single electron emits aNu photons per unit bandwidth per turn. For Nu<100, less 

than one photon per turn!  

forward direction radiation

(and harmonics)

undulator parameter K = 0.94 B[Tesla] lu[cm]



Total spontenous energy loss
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• In rings, accumulated energy loss over many turns is replenished by RF systems.

• For X-ray FELs driven by high-energy linac (e.g., LCLS), even single pass energy 

loss needs to be compensated to keep the FEL in resonance

• Lu=Nulu length of undulator, ku=2p/lu, re is classical electron radius.

• For LCLS at 14 GeV, the fractional energy loss over the 100-m undulator is about 

0.17% and causes the electron’s central energy g0 to move away from FEL 

bandwidth.

• Undulator magnetic field strength K0 is tapered (reduced) accordingly to keep the 

resonant condition. This is part of the routine operation.



Quantum diffusion 
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• The discrete nature of spontaneous photon emissions (over entire bandwidth) 

increases the uncorrelated energy spread of the beam. 

• The quasi-classical approximation to describe such a process is normally obtained 

by assuming that the photons are emitted in random uncorrelated quanta with 

Poisson statistics.

• Is quasi-classical the correct picture?

Yes as the photon recoil effect is small                         for IOTA, 10-6 for LCLS

• For a classical current coupled to a quantized radiation field, R. Glauber has shown 

that the emission obeys Poisson statistics (Some Notes on Multiple-Boson 

Processes. Phys. Rev. 84, 395 (1951)). 

• Radiation formation length for photons that emit over entire bandwidth is lu (is Nulu

only in forward direction). Each undulator period emits a photon on average. 

Photons are emitted in random uncorrelated fashion. 



Quantum diffusion in an undulator* 

6* E. Saldin, E. Schneidmiller, and M. Yurkov, NIMA 381, 545 (1996).

• Discrete nature of spontaneous photon emissions (over a wide energy spectrum) 

increases the uncorrelated energy spread of the beam

• Fluctuations are characterized by the variance

due to Poisson statistics

• Since           is equal to the energy radiated into the spectral range, we can 

integrate the above equation over the entire undulator spectrum to obtain

at 14 GeV, LCLS undulator radiation induces energy spread ~ 1e-4 level



Multiple electron effects

7* J. Goodman, Statistical Optics (1985).

Radiation from many independent emitters (Sun, SR, SASE FEL) 
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Number of regular temporal regions is # of coherent modes

Total (time-integrated) intensity fluctuation

Including transverse modes, total # of modes

Longitudinal phase space is ML larger than Fourier limit

Correlation function and coherence time

Coherence time and mode number
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Multiple electron photon statistics*

9* M. Teich et al., PRL 65, 3393 (1990).

Here n= Ne n1, where n1 is emitted photon number from a single electron,

Ne is the total number of electrons

Variance is

• Multiplying Intensity distribution with Poisson distribution, and integrating over entire 

intensity range, we obtain

• When the detector has finite area and integration time, it can see multiple modes of 

the chaotic light

M is the mode number

<n>/M is the degeneracy parameter 

• In order to do single electron photon statistics experiments, <n>/M << 1

• Opposite regime is FEL where <n>/M >> 1



Discussions

• IOTA is an excellent testbed for single electron undulator 

radiation studies.

• Demonstrating Poisson statistics or Non-Poisson statistics will 

be interesting.

• A few electrons will not change the photon statistics and can 

enhance the signal as long as the degeneracy parameter is 

much smaller than 1.
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